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PREFACE

The highest level of security is our identity
2020

became the year when the liberalisation of pilotage services
we had been preparing for over a number
of years finally became a reality. Slowly
but surely, DanPilot has focused its course
towards a liberalisation of pilotage services
by aiming its attention at maintaining the
highest standard of safety. At the same time,
we have reviewed internal guidelines to allow
us to maintain and improve the standard of
service we offer our customers. The quality
of planning and scheduling has been and
will remain in focus with a view to creating
the best possible terms for our customers. It
was also in connection with the liberalisation of pilotage services as of 1 January 2020
that DanPilot and BeltPilot agreed to merge
the two companies in order to improve and
optimise safety, the customer experience and
our operations. The merger was announced
in the spring and took corporate effect from 1
January 2020, and all the company’s employees were invited to join us at DanPilot.
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Liberalisation of pilotage services from
2020
At DanPilot, we create safety at sea and in
port. Now, we do so in competition with other pilotage companies, but the slight decline
that DanPilot experienced in the number
of pilotage operations from 2019 to 2020
was not due to free market competition, but
rather COVID-19. Our customers have stuck
with us as a partner that offers a high level of
service, but their decline in activity marked
our own activities in 2020, even though we
managed to attract new customers over the
course of a challenging year. In 2020, we performed 8,342 transit pilotage operations and
10,153 port pilotage operations. This amounts
to a decline of 2,900 pilotage operations
compared to the previous year. COVID-19
changed the whole world and is accordingly a
recurring theme throughout this CSR report.
At the start of 2020, we had high expectations
for the activities of our subsidiary Greenland
Pilot Service, which services many cruise

ships, but this activity forecast was quickly
downgraded as COVID-19 became a global
pandemic.
COVID-19 left its mark on the entire year,
but DanPilot’s increased focus on efficiency
improvements and quality management ensured we had a solid foundation to stand on.
As COVID-19 spread throughout the world,
we maintained our plan-do-check-act methodology, which ensured that we were able to
safely navigate through a highly tumultuous
period where we were constantly focused on
inspecting every detail of our organisation.
The article on page 32 outlines our quality
management efforts and ISO as a value-creating management tool.
After a year rife with many new challenges,
it was with great pleasure and pride that
DanPilot’s employee satisfaction leaped 11
points to 74 points. Rarely is such progress in
employee satisfaction seen in an organisation
over the course of a single year. The result was

achieved after a focused effort to improve the
working environment and well-being within
the organisation, as we strongly believe people should feel safe and motivated at work.

Safety is our social responsibility
Safety lies at the core of DanPilot's existence.
When ships take a pilot on board, they do so
to get professional guidance to navigate safely
through Danish waters as well as into and out
of Danish ports.
Safety for ships is also safety for the marine
environment, because when ships are able to
sail without being damaged or causing harm,
there are no leaks or other incidents that
could end up polluting the marine environment. Safety lies at the core of the social
responsibility that DanPilot bears at every
hour of the day, every single day of the year.
That is also why safety is, unsurprisingly, the
core theme of DanPilot’s CSR report. u
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Themes of the report
DanPilot has joined the UN Global Compact, which is the largest global initiative to
promote responsible and sustainable business
practices. DanPilot continues to support this
initiative, which is why the framework forDanPilot’s CSR report is also based on the 10
principles of the Global Compact. DanPilot’s
CSR efforts are grouped into the four main
areas of the Global Compact: Human rights,
labour rights, the environment and anti-corruption.

prerequisite for fulfilling our social responsibility. In addition to this, DanPilot takes responsibility for its employees’ personal safety
and strives to foster greater gender equality.
Among other areas, this also applies to our
commitment to create conditions to get more
Women at Sea. DanPilot was among the first
companies to sign Danish Shipping’s charter
in 2020, which is the topic of the article on
page 23. These ambitions are elaborated upon
under the theme ‘Responsibility for employees’.

At DanPilot, we believe that the right to safety is an extension of human rights. We take
responsibility for safety at sea and in port for
the ships on which we have a pilot as well as
our own pilot boats. You can read more about
our efforts to improve safety in the section
‘Responsibility for safety’. At DanPilot, labour
rights are about ensuring that our employees
are fully qualified and have their shifts organised in a way that ensures they are always able
to show up well-rested for work. This is our

The environment, and environmental
protection in particular, are a core focus at
DanPilot. Our main responsibility is to create
safety, and thus we are directly involved in
preventing pollution from things such as oil
or other environmentally harmful substances
in Danish waters. In our daily operations,
DanPilot serves as the eyes at sea for the
Danish authorities that are responsible for
the marine environment. DanPilot is also focused on minimising the environmental and
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climate impact of its activities. Accordingly,
DanPilot’s ambition is naturally to ensure
that as many ships as possible take pilots on
board during their transit through Danish
waters and when navigating into and out of
Danish ports. These ambitions are elaborated
upon under the theme ‘Responsibility for the
environment and climate’.
When it comes to safety, there are no shortcuts. Anti-corruption is therefore a matter of
course, and we are actively engaged in combating all forms of corruption. Denmark has
a very low level of corruption; therefore, our
efforts to combat corruption are broader and
apply to contexts such as conflicts of interest,
donations, interactions with suppliers and
society as well as receiving gifts. That is why
we have also developed policies in this area,
which are elaborated upon in the article on
page 26.
We also see it as a natural obligation to share
our extensive knowledge with partners with
a view to improving the level of safety and to

strengthen the development of Blue Denmark. Our efforts in these areas are elaborated upon in more detail under the theme
‘Responsibility for partners’.
In addition to the Global Compact, DanPilot’s activities are also oriented towards a
number of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The SDGs cover
a wide range of areas beyond DanPilot’s
operations, and we accordingly focus on the
goals where our efforts can make the greatest
difference.
In this report, we share what we have
accomplished thus far as well as our future
ambitions.
Happy reading.
Erik Merkes Nielsen
CEO
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FACTS
DANPILOT AND THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
SDG 5 | Gender equality

For Blue Denmark, which DanPilot is part of, gender equality is a
tremendous challenge because shipping is a predominantly male
sector. At DanPilot, we are committed to making an active effort to
significantly increase the proportion of women in the shipping sector. Read more about how we're turning SDG 5 into action in
the article on page xx.

SDG 14 | Life below water

This SDG touches upon the core of our obligation to society.
By creating safety at sea, we are directly helping prevent the
pollution of Danish waters with oil and other environmentally
harmful substances. SDG 14 is accordingly the underlying
premise for our work.

SDG 17 | Partnerships for the goals

DanPilot has made considerable progress in the transformation
of piloting from being an experience-based craft to becoming
knowledge work that is based on and generates shareable
knowledge. Among other things, we retained partnerships with
educational institutions and entered into a new and informal, but
strong, partnership between pilotage companies in the four Nordic
countries in 2020.
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2020 was marked by the COVID-19 pandemic, and over the course of the year, using protective
equipment gradually became part of everyday life. DanPilot’s employees began wearing masks
as the year went on. Here is pilot Benn Pyrmont Guldberg earlier in the year, photographed just
prior to disembarking.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFETY

2020 became a year marked by COVID-19
T

here is no doubt that 2020 will be
primarily remembered as the year of
the corona pandemic. As this year enters the
history books, “COVID-19” will likely be the
headline for it. Hopefully, however, all the
things we accomplished will also be remembered: the experiences we gained and the
results we achieved in spite of the virus.
At DanPilot, we have maintained operations and thereby kept the waterways open
throughout this period, not least thanks to
our dedicated employees, who have been focused on complying with the new pandemic
procedures.
The year had only just begun when the first
reports of COVID-19’s arrival in Europe
started coming in. As the calendar reached
March, the virus quickly found its way
to Denmark, culminating in a hitherto
unprecedented shutdown of Danish society.
For DanPilot’s employees, the COVID-19
pandemic was accompanied by numerous
other concerns. Everywhere in Denmark,
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protective equipment suddenly became a
scarcity, which in turn became a cause for
concern, not least for our employees’ families.
Fortunately, DanPilot had been far-sighted
in its purchases, and at the local level, our
employees were also able to acquire batches
of hand sanitiser before it went out of stock
around the country during the first days of
the lockdown.
Our operations were maintained, and pilots,
boatmasters and dispatchers showed up for
work under a new safety regime that continuously changed according to the authorities’
recommendations. DanPilot has followed the
authorities’ recommendations and guidelines
from the very beginning and treated them
as the minimum organisational standard
for safety. The COVID-19 situation proved
to be dynamic, and as the months passed,
protective equipment production and testing
capacity were ramped up. Finally, by the end
of 2020, the first Danes were vaccinated.

Daily management meetings
Management held daily morning meetings to
share knowledge with authorities, partners
and colleagues from other Nordic countries.
Under the new circumstances dictated by
the pandemic, new paths were trodden by
authorities, the management and DanPilot’s employees. Internal newsletters were
published more frequently, and management
and employees maintained a close dialogue;
our employees on the front lines as well as
those who had been assigned to work from
home had new needs for dialogue with their
managers.
The COVID-19 year was also filled with
dilemmas. In relation to sending employees
home based on a suspicion they were infected
with COVID-19, DanPilot chose to adopt a
precautionary approach, where it was better
to send employees home one time too many
than one time too little.

A three-step contingency plan was drafted to
ensure that operations could be maintained
even if many of our employees were infected
at once. Fortunately, the most serious scenarios did not materialise, and DanPilot was able
to maintain operations throughout the entire
year without having to resort to the more
drastic steps of the contingency plan.

Operations during
the COVID-19 pandemic
Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, DanPilot
feared that its pilots would be infected by
the crews. It soon became clear, however,
that the crews lived and worked in contained
environments and that it was more often the
pilots coming from outside who posed a risk
of infection to the ships’ crews.
Over the course of the year, it became clear
that COVID-19 made crew changes on ships
difficult for our customers, and the crews experienced very long working periods, which

resulted in a tough psychological impact.
Our pilots served as a fresh breath of optimism from the outside world.
Our enhanced co-operation with our Nordic
colleagues (see article on p. 42) proved useful
when the first ships with COVID-infected
crew members had to be assisted.
One of the first assignments with a COVID-infected crew on a ship took place in Esbjerg. The ship was piloted remotely, as it was a
frequent visitor to the port and the wind and
weather conditions were so favourable that it
was appropriate to allow the pilot to remain
in the pilot boat and perform the assignment
over radio communication.

New routines
COVID-19 led to the introduction of new
cleaning routines across all of DanPilot’s
facilities and vessels. Additional cleaning
procedures were put in place, and there is
no doubt that our employees have gained
an entirely new degree of focus on personal
responsibility for cleaning. At DanPilot, we
came together around this responsibility –
while keeping the recommended distance
from our colleagues, of course.
n

In addition to general protective aids such as
hand sanitiser, gloves and masks, we also purchased special PPE sets (personal protective
equipment with additional safety characteristics) for when the need arose.
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FACTS STATISTICS FOR PILOT LADDERS

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFETY

DanPilot focused
heavily on pilot ladders

Age of pilot ladders
No.
pilot ladders

Condition

40

5

37

A

DanPilot is happy to assist its customers
with advice and guidance on the correct
rigging of the pilot ladder.
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t DanPilot, we conducted a survey in
spring of the pilot ladders our pilots
climb. It can be difficult to assess the state
of a ladder when you are standing on a pilot
boat and looking up at it, but its condition is
a vital aspect of pilots’ occupational safety.
Every year around the world, there are pilots
who lose their lives or suffer injuries due to
pilot ladders being in poor condition.

Pilot ladder setups must meet a number of
standards that are described in the SOLAS
Convention Chapter V(23), IMO Resolution
1045(27) and ISO 799-1. At first glance, it can
be difficult to judge whether a setup complies
with these standards, which is why we chose
to focus on a single component in the setup:
rope ladders.

A pilot ladder setup can look very different
depending on the boat type and size. Large
boats typically have a ‘manrope’ (staircase)
with a rope ladder at the end, while small
ships can make do with only a rope ladder.
Rope ladders are the component that can be
found in all setups, as they allow pilot boats
to manoeuvre alongside a ship without damaging the ship or pilot boat.

Visual assessment
Over the course of around two weeks, we
collected 100 observations from the ships we
piloted. The ships were categorised into type
and size and corresponded in variation to our
customers in the previous year.
In our survey, we performed visual assessments of the rope ladder and asked how old
it was and whether a certificate was available.
The results showed a clear correlation be-

tween the age of the ladder and its condition,
but also that approximately 10% of ladders
were uncertified. We shared our results with
customers, pilotage companies and authorities in Denmark and abroad.
We expect that our survey will help drive a
positive development in the design and
condition of pilot ladder setups. DanPilot is
happy to assist its customers in this regard,
and the Danish Maritime Authority has indicated that they will also look into the issue.
During the Port State Control inspections
carried out by the Danish Maritime Authority, they will focus in particular on pilot ladder
setups.
DanPilot expects to conduct a future survey
to see whether any changes have occurred.
n

Average condition
Scale 1–5, with 5 being the best.
5 = new ladder | 3 = normal | 1 = defective

4.6
4

30
27

3.6

3.6

3.3

3
20

18

2.3

2.3

2

9

10

1

6
3
Age/
years
0

1

2

3

4

Unknown

Age/
years
0

1

2

3

4

Unknown
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FACTS ACCIDENT STATISTICS

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFETY

Strong safety culture across all employee
groups

In 2020, DanPilot improved its safety reporting to obtain a dataset that is as comprehensive as possible. In spite of this improvement in safety data, statistics continue to
show a remarkably low incident rate. In 2020, incidents occurred during 0.14% of pilotage operations, and the corresponding figure for 2019 was 0.11%. Adjusted for the new
methodology, the figures from 2019 and 2020 are at the same level. In the vast majority
of cases, the pilot was able to prevent the incident from becoming more serious.

Lost Time Injury Frequency

D

anPilot's core service is to provide safety
at sea and in port. In order to provide
that service, we also have a major focus on
internal safety, namely the safety of every individual employee at DanPilot. Our efforts to
ensure the safety of our employees is one of
our highest priority areas. Only our frontline
staff can make a final and concrete assessment of weather conditions and equipment
and decide whether it is safe to proceed with
the operation. In order to ensure employees are sufficiently qualified to make this
decision, DanPilot has a ‘stop the job’ scheme,
where each employee possesses the formal
authority to go ahead with or discontinue an
operation and receives training in making
that decision.
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Continuing education and exchanging
competences
Of course, it is important to maintain the
knowledge and further build upon the skills
our employees possess. DanPilot employees
often have many years of experience before
they are hired. Because we all live different
lives, we also pick up different knowledge
along the way, and this knowledge can be
shared with other people. Providing reciprocal
feedback allows us as a company to become
wiser and better at providing our services.
Our pilots and boatswains receive regular
training in maritime rescue and first aid.
Additionally, they are required by law to
take profession-specific courses such as ship
handling, bridge resource management and
tugboat courses. These courses are conducted
both internally and via external provid-

ers depending on the subject and content.
DanPilot’s courses are based on exchanging
experiences, as it is through dialogue between
professionals that one finds the right solutions to different issues. This benefits both
productivity and safety.

Meetings are the framework for
knowledge sharing
One of the greatest sources of knowledge is
our day-to-day work. When people get together over a cup of coffee and begin sharing
their experiences and thoughts, they also
provide an opportunity for others to evaluate their own actions and thereby acquire
new knowledge. In addition to day-to-day
operations at DanPilot, we also analyse the
accidents that employees have been involved
in with a view to helping them become better

Lost Time Injury Frequency is a measure of the number of accidents per million hours
worked during a year in which an employee is injured on the job, resulting in at least one
day of absence. LTIF is a fixed measure of the safety level throughout DanPilot.
LTIF is calculated as the number of accidents resulting in at least one day's absence *
1,000,000 / the total number of hours worked in the period.

at performing their work and finding the best
solutions to complex issues together.
At DanPilot’s pilot meetings and employee
meetings, a variety of operational issues are
discussed with a view to jointly identifying
the best solutions to everyday challenges.
Additionally, any safety-related incidents are
reviewed so that everyone gets the opportunity to stay up to date on what is going on at
DanPilot.
The COVID-19 pandemic has prevented
DanPilot from maintaining the frequency
of physical meetings, but it has not stopped
our internal knowledge exchange, as virtual
meetings have largely proved to be a good
way to share experiences online.
n

Achieved in 2020

The LTIF for 2020 is 12.56
Injuries

Factor

Hours

Lost Time Injury
Frequency

9*

1,000,000

637,190

12.56

* Of the nine injuries, four were related to COVID-19, which is why the figure for 2021 is
expected to remain at the same low level as 2019.
One of our greatest sources of knowledge is
the everyday working lives of our employees,
and a lot of valuable knowledge exchange
takes place among colleagues.
This complements the organisation’s more
systematised knowledge exchange processes.

Ambition for 2021

The ambition for 2021 is to conduct analyses of real incidents with a view to launching
initiatives that contribute to the development of an organisation-wide safety culture.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFETY

All accidents count in our safety statistics
A

t DanPilot, we have increased our focus
on safety by further scrutinising every
detail. Our organisational safety level is high,
and our ambitious approach to safety means
that we will never stop striving for an even
higher level. That is why we are now registering and analysing every single accident with a
view to extracting lessons from any incidents
that occur, regardless of whether we believe
we played a role in the accident or not.
The reason for this is that we at DanPilot have
concluded that the number of accidents is not
an adequate reflection of safety. When the
number of accidents decreases, it is not sufficient to conclude that safety has increased.
Similarly, a rise in the number of accidents is
not sufficient to conclude that safety has decreased. DanPilot keeps a record of accidents
with a view to extracting lessons from them,
documenting each case and building up a
knowledge bank of experience that we share
with our employees.
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In the high-risk operations where DanPilot’s
pilots assist ships through the most challenging situations they encounter, it is only
natural for incidents to occur. Our responsibility is to reduce the risk of accidents and
minimise the consequences of the ones that
occur. DanPilot has a major focus on learning
from the accidents it is involved in so as to
ensure its employees have the highest possible chance of avoiding future accidents.

as well as major damages to the pilot boats.
In terms of employees, accidents will be
registered if an employee is injured during
working hours and the injury results in an
inability to work for more than 24 hours.
These improvements will provide greater
transparency and reliability, meaning that
DanPilot has created a better platform for
extracting relevant topics for knowledge
sharing.

A revised calculation provides more
knowledge

Our goal remains to keep the number of
personal injuries, bottom contact incidents
and damages as low as possible.

Historically, DanPilot has calculated the
number of ‘incidents’ in its pilotage operations. In order to further improve our safety
profile, our data and our understanding of incidents, in 2020 DanPilot decided to improve
its method of recording accidents.
Going forward, DanPilot will be producing
statistics on all bottom-contact incidents,
damages to piloted vessels and third parties

DanPilot’s fundamental view is that every
employee wants to do their best to deliver a
good result and to avoid, in every possible
way, situations that lead to injured persons
or damaged property and items. To help
our employees in their work, we constantly
strive to maintain their knowledge and skills,
supplementing this with new knowledge and
training when appropriate. At the same time,

DanPilot makes sure to provide opportunities
for employees to talk about the challenges they encounter in relation to balancing
efficiency on the one hand and thoroughness/
safety on the other in their work.
Such determinations are made in many other
life situations, and it can be tempting to
blame oneself and each other for making the
wrong call. At DanPilot, we try to help our
employees improve their decision-making
skills through courses and experience-exchange meetings as well as discussions about
the tough choices they face on a daily basis.
It is important to both our employees and
management to try to understand the factors
that affected a decision an employee made.
This allows DanPilot to gain a better understanding of what works and what doesn’t, i.e.
how to remain efficient while also maintaining a high level of safety for our employees,
customers and DanPilot.
n

FACTS ACCIDENTS
Achieved in 2020

The ambition for 2020 was to lower the percentage of incidents that occur in the total number of pilotage operations
(0.09%) while maintaining the same level of incident reports
as in 2018 (517 in total). An amendment was made to the
incident data methodology in 2020 whereby all accidents
are now registered, which is why the targets cannot be
presented in the same way as before.

Ambition for 2021

The ambition for 2021 is to, at the very least, remain at the
same level as in 2020.

Groundings
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Pilot boat repairs
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Incidents were previously assessed subjectively, but with the new methodology, all groundings, bottom contact incidents
and damages to third-party ships are registered. Had we maintained the previous methodology, the figures for 2020 would
have been at the previous year’s levels.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR EMPLOYEES

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFETY

DanPilot fosters good neighbourly relations

Employee health and well-being is crucial for
safe pilotage
D

anPilot’s core service is to provide safe
pilotage services at sea and in port. In
order to provide that service, our employees
need to be in good health and able to perform
at the required standard.
DanPilot is actively engaged in increasing
well-being among all of its employees (page
20) and reducing sickness absence. Early
and active interventions should help retain
employees on sick leave to the greatest extent
possible so that they can return to work as
soon as possible.

Reducing sickness absence
Early and active intervention is about care
meetings with employees on sick leave. Such
meetings are held in connection with short
absences, recurring short absences and longer
periods of absence (more than 10 days).
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The aim is to ensure that all employees are
happy in their roles and to facilitate a quick
return to work. Of course, individual considerations must be given to employees on duty
at sea, and they need to have fully recovered
before they can return to work.
DanPilot’s objective is to reduce overall sickness absence, focusing especially on reducing
short-term absence periods (i.e. fewer than
10 days). Our focus on reducing short-term
absence is about ensuring that everyone
is happy in their role. If the cause for an
employee’s absence can be found in factors
that DanPilot can influence via workplace
conditions, we want to address those challenges. In 2020, DanPilot adopted policies on
anti-bullying and anti-corruption as well as a
whistleblower scheme (page 26).
n

A

s a company where safety forms the
basis for all our activities, we at DanPilot naturally also engage with our external
environment. We take responsibility and
want to be actively involved in the communities in which we operate. This means that
DanPilot is happy to engage in dialogue with
sailing clubs, the members of which are often
keen to learn more about how boaters and
merchant ships can navigate safely alongside
one another in Danish waters. For example,
many boaters are surprised by the size of the
blind spot in front of a large ship. The size of
the blind spot depends on the location of the
ship’s bridge, height above the water surface
and any cargo.

FACTS SICKNESS ABSENCE
Achieved in 2020

The total number of sick days excluding long-term absence decreased by 56 days.
In 2020, sickness absence excluding long-term absence fell by 0.13 percentage points.
The ambition was to reduce the rate of sickness absence relative to 2019 and 2018,
which was achieved.

Ambition for 2021

Given DanPilot’s very low level of sickness absence, the ambition for 2021 is to keep
overall sickness absence in percentage terms (excluding long-term absence) lower than
the average of the past three years’ sickness absence rates, corresponding to 1.56%.
2018

2019

2020

Number of sick days without long-term absence

1,762

1,842

1,786

Total absence in % including long-term absence

3.81

3.42

3.85

Total absence in % excluding long-term absence

1.59

1.61

1.48

Number of sick days per employee excluding long-term absence

5.82

5.88

5.39

Over the course of the yachting season,
Nicolaj Østa has handed out more than 500
leaflets on maritime safety that DanPilot
produced for yachtsmen.

Although the crew and pilot on the bridge
make great efforts to keep a safe lookout
visually, on the radar and using AIS, both
technology and eyes can fail. In certain areas
in Danish waters, large vessels have limited
options to deviate from their course, and it

takes them a long time to slow down, which
is why dialogue with DanPilot is appreciated. In 2020, COVID-19 prevented us from
joining meetings with recreational boating
enthusiasts, but that does not mean that we
were unable to take responsibility and engage
in dialogue about maritime safety with interested parties.
In the spring of 2020, we were in dialogue
with one of the neighbours of the Pilotage
Station in Spodsbjerg, and the boat rental
company IBI eventually got in touch with
us. IBI rents out small motor yachts, and
the majority of its customers are German.
Because the size of the yachts means that a
certificate is not required to sail them, many
of IBI’s customers who rent a yacht do not
have much prior sailing experience. Passionate fishermen afflicted with ‘cod fever’ run
the risk of getting distracted out on the busy
merchant shipping waters off Spodsbjerg.
Nikolaj Østa, the owner of IBI, therefore

asked whether DanPilot could help by producing a simple leaflet on safe sailing for his
customers.
DanPilot subsequently produced a leaflet
that illustrates how yachtsmen should best
position themselves to navigate safely alongside big ships in the busy waters. The leaflet
was produced with a practical perspective
in mind and has been well-received by boat
renters. It was produced in a Danish, English
and German version, and Østa has handed
out more than 500 copies to his customers at
Spodsbjerg over the summer. Other pilotage
stations have also had copies available to
hand out.
n
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Dialogue Days became the art of the
possible in a year marked by COVID-19
I

n an organisation such as DanPilot,
where we are on call 24 hours a day, it is
not possible to gather all employees for a
conference; therefore, it requires a committed
effort to reach out to all our employees. One
of DanPilot’s solutions to this challenge is our
so-called Dialogue Days. At the beginning
of 2020, DanPilot had big plans to hold two
rounds of Dialogue Days, one in spring and
another in autumn.
As Denmark partially reopened after the
COVID-19 shutdown in spring, we quickly
organised four Dialogue Days in the form
of a caravan with stops in Aalborg, Middelfart, Nyborg and Roskilde over a two-week
period to give as many employees as possible
the chance to participate. This was because
around 90% of all of DanPilot’s employees –
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pilots, boatmasters and dispatchers – work in
shifts that cover every hour of the day all year
round.

expectations. Finally, a presentation on the
perception of safety and personal risk provided food for thought and sparked numerous
questions.

A framework for open dialogue

After the lockdown of Denmark, it was clear
that employees were happy to be able to
gather once more.
According to the plan, employees would have
been invited to yet another round of Dialogue
Days in the autumn, but the Danish government’s assembly ban in response to the virus
soon made that impossible. However, the
ambition for 2021 is to gather our employees
for Dialogue Days in both the spring and the
autumn, as this open and frank dialogue is
a powerful way to connect colleagues across
job functions within the organisation.
n

The purpose of the Dialogue Days is to establish an open dialogue between DanPilot’s
management and employees on key areas of
the organisation: safety, operations, customer
relations and, not least, employee well-being.
COVID-19 was high on the agenda during
the Dialogue Days, where employees gained
insight into management’s considerations and
plans that had not been necessary to put into
action. There was also a healthy debate with
the dispatch manager, who got the chance
to elaborate on strategic considerations and

VOXPOP
How do you feel that DanPilot works with well-being based on the
survey?

“I find that management
has a strong focus on
well-being. They’ve
implemented some good
initiatives. During the
COVID-19 period where
we were working from
home, it was still possible
to maintain social contact
through virtual coffee
meetings and department
meetings that focused on
how we were doing. That’s
been nice.”
– HANNE SONDRUP NIELSEN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

“I’ve always believed that
you should take personal
responsibility for your
well-being.
My job satisfaction cannot
be left in the hands of
anyone besides me.
But now, our middle
manager gets in touch
regularly to hear how
things are going. It gives
you an opportunity to talk,
also about other stuff.
And that’s pretty nice, of
course.”
– PALLE KRONBORG KJÆR, PILOT

Our Dialogue Days provided opportunities for
expert presentations and discussions, as well
as some nice chats with colleagues during the
breaks of course.

“We’re a somewhat
odd company, after all,
because we’re relatively
autonomous out on the
ships and aren’t crying out
for daily supervision. But
it does make a difference
when you can sense that
you’re being listened to
and that well-being is
being discussed within
the organisation. DanPilot
does that, and that makes
all the difference.”
– NIELS CHR. BENDIX KRAGH, PILOT
BOAT SKIPPER
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The well-being survey creates a basis for
focused action
T

he 2019 well-being survey provided a
foundational mapping of well-being
within DanPilot and practical input on our
strengths as well as where there was room
for improvement in relation to the working
environment and well-being at DanPilot.
The findings from the 2019 survey resulted in
intensive efforts throughout 2020 to address
the issues identified across the entire organisation. A total of 32 action plans were carried
out to completion. The focus has been on
turning great initiatives from the action plans
into part of day-to-day work at DanPilot so
that we are continuously striving to improve
our well-being.
Three overarching action plans have been
developed for DanPilot:
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•
•
•

Transparent key figures at
the station level
Visibility at locations
Fact-based communication
and KPI dashboard

The 2020 well-being survey achieved a
response rate of 91%, which is a very good
result at the very high end of the scale. The
response rate shows that DanPilot’s employees are highly committed, giving the organisation a good starting point for improving
and enhancing well-being even more in
collaboration with all our employees.

Job satisfaction has increased
We are also thrilled to note a considerable
improvement in overall job satisfaction,

which leaped 11 points up to a score of 74. It
is rare to see such a large jump in a company such as ours. Employee loyalty has also
greatly improved, hitting 80 points in the
2020 survey.
This improvement has occurred across
all employee groups and layers within the
organisation, which is highly encouraging.
Job satisfaction has increased in 80% of
departments, and the proportion of dissatisfied and highly dissatisfied employees with a
job satisfaction score of less than 59 has more
than halved from 40% to 19% in 2020.
In general, we have achieved a lot from putting well-being on the agenda, and our efforts
to improve well-being are far from over, of
course. A focus on constructive communica-

tion, satisfaction and motivation should be an
integral part of our employees’ working life.
The management team has monitored the
action plans – both the overarching ones and
those at the departmental level – at management meetings, where they have been a fixed
item on the agenda.
This ensured that DanPilot had a continuous
management focus on well-being.
The 2020 well-being survey was discussed by
DanPilot’s Safety and Cooperation Committee (Sikkerheds- og Samarbejdsudvalg, SISU),
and the two overarching focus areas will be:
• Better management
• Better interdisciplinary co-operation

Achieved in 2020
A well-being survey was conducted
for all employees at DanPilot.
The response rate decreased slightly
from 93% of all employees in 2019
to 91% in 2020. The average job
satisfaction score was 74, an 11-point
improvement from 2019 (rated on a
scale of 1 to 100).

All our employees have been invited to feedback sessions, where managers have reviewed
the report with their employees. The dialogue
between managers and employees resulted
in the identification of specific local areas to
focus on through action plans. These action
plans will constitute the core of DanPilot’s
well-being at work efforts over the course of
2021.
n

Ambition for 2021
A well-being survey will be conducted
in 2021. Our ambition is to maintain
the same response rate while raising
the average job satisfaction score
from 74 points to 75 points, corresponding to Ennova’s GELx Denmark
benchmark.
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Women at sea: a career with DanPilot
M

ore women at sea is an ambition
that DanPilot is actively engaged in
achieving. Danish Shipping has published a
charter where shipping companies undertake
to focus on gender equality. DanPilot was
one of the 13 member companies that were
among the first to sign the charter in January.
Since then, we have been working intensely
on concrete action plans. More women have
been hired, including at the management
level. We are working on removing gender
pronouns in job titles, as it is a person’s skills
and qualifications that are central to a career
with DanPilot. An ambassador corps has
been established to raise awareness about career opportunities, albeit only via DanPilot’s
social media channels and by phone thus far,
as COVID-19 made it impossible to meet
with students or attend fairs. DanPilot wants
to ensure greater diversity in the workplace
by attracting more women to, and retaining
more women in, the industry.
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A family and career are not mutually
exclusive
Our focus in this area includes raising
awareness about the career opportunities that
exist at DanPilot as well as encouraging our
colleagues to be inquisitive about each other’s
jobs. Nina Thomsen, DanPilot's area manager
for boatmasters on Funen and in Jutland, is
a living example of how important that can
be. Family is not an obstacle When Nina
Thomsen started a family, it prompted her to
look for new opportunities at DanPilot. Her
drive and love for seafaring combined with
the required experience gave her the opportunity to build a career in which she is able to
remain on land while working in a role that
involves a lot of sailing. Nina joined DanPilot
in 2016 as a boatmaster in Gedser. However,
in the run-up to her maternity leave, she
became more interested in opportunities on
land. Following a dialogue between Nina and
DanPilot, she relocated to an office role and
got to use her skills as an administrative u

Colleagues Marlene Rosenlund and Sally Lykkegren discussing how to attract more women to
DanPilot
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Nina Thomsen moved from her job as a
boatmaster to becoming an area manager for
DanPilot’s boatmasters.

FACTS
Achieved in 2020

boatmaster in the Technical Department.
It was an opportunity that gave Nina greater
knowledge of the administrative work that
goes on within DanPilot, which opened her
eyes to new career opportunities. It turned
out that she could use her skills and experience in that role, while the role also allowed
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her to spend more time at home, which is a
popular desire among many seafarers once
they have children. And when Nina saw a
few months later that DanPilot was advertising a job as area manager for boatmasters
on Funen and in Jutland, she applied for it.
Even though Nina had not imagined being in

charge of around 60 boatmasters at the young
age of 29, she was ready. She had the experience and was ready for a new working life.
Moreover, Nina was the best candidate for the
job. She now draws on her own experience
as a boatmaster in her role, making it easy
for her to relate to the challenges and general
work of the boatmasters she supervises.
And in doing so, Nina has managed to remain part of the work at sea, which she is so
fond of. Ambassadors inspire more women to
choose a job at sea Over the course of 2020,
DanPilot established an ambassador corps
with representation from pilots, boatmasters,
dispatchers and the administrative teams, including management. The ambassador corps
helps raise awareness about DanPilot among
jobseekers and inspires more women to
choose a career at sea. The ambassador corps
is activated in connection with enquiries
from people seeking information about
career opportunities at DanPilot. Each
enquiry is matched with a relevant ambassa-

dor, who rings them up to provide an insight
into their daily work and get the jobseeker
interested in seeking employment with
DanPilot. The ambassador corps was also
established to maintain a pool of experts in
their respective fields who could highlight
opportunities at DanPilot when we meet
potential colleagues at educational institutions, trade fairs, etc. This allows DanPilot
to raise awareness about the large variety of
career opportunities that exist in a company
like ours.
n

DanPilot is among the companies in Blue
Denmark working the hardest to attract
and retain female employees. By the end of
2020, DanPilot will have 24 female employees, which is 14.3% more than in 2019. An
additional female board member has been
appointed so that among the ministerially
appointed members of DanPilot’s board,
there are now 2 men and 3 women (40%
and 60%, respectively), resulting in an
equal distribution in senior management.
In the rest of management, the share of
women in the management group has increased from 0% to 16.7%, while the share
of female middle managers has increased
from 8.3% to 16.7%. Overall, the total
number of female employees in DanPilot
corresponds to 7.3% of employees.

Ambition for 2021

DanPilot’s gender policy envisages gender
equality with a minimum of 40% representation by each gender. Accordingly,
DanPilot’s ambition is still to increase the
share of the underrepresented gender
across the entire organisation, including
in management positions. With a view
to bolstering our efforts to attract female
employees and more female managers, we
are launching a number of different initiatives: DanPilot will be more prominent in
local, regional and trade media. In addition
to this, DanPilot will further activate its
ambassador corps through visits to educational institutions and trade fairs. At the
same time, we will set up a job shadowing
scheme, where potential female applicants
will be invited to an event at DanPilot and
get the chance to closely follow an ambassador’s work, thereby inspiring them to
pursue a career with DanPilot.

Ambition for the longer term

A more equal gender distribution in all the
employee groups below so as to considerably improve diversity within DanPilot. The
goal for 2025 is to double the proportion of
women working at DanPilot.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

There are 24 women among DanPilot’s
327 employees, corresponding to
7.3%
1 out of 171 pilots are women,
corresponding to 0.6%
1 out of 98 boatmasters are women,
corresponding to 1%
3 out of 19 dispatchers are women,
corresponding to 15.8%
16 out of 21 office staff are women,
corresponding to 76.2%
1 in 6 managers are women,
corresponding to 16.7%
2 out of 12 middle managers are
women, corresponding to 16.7%
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Responsibility comes with obligations
D

anPilot’s main service is to provide safe
pilotage of its customers’ ships, thereby
creating safety at sea and in port. This also
constitutes the core of the social responsibility that DanPilot seeks to live up to every hour
of every day of the year.
For our customers, it is our way of guaranteeing that we have taken active measures to
ensure a good working environment.
The responsibility for DanPilot’s business
naturally also includes its employees. In
2020, DanPilot adopted a policy on offensive
conduct as well as a policy on anti-corruption
with a view to ensuring a healthy and safe
working environment at DanPilot. DanPilot
has also signed an agreement for a whistleblower scheme aimed at helping ensure a
transparent corporate culture, both internally
among employees as well as externally in
relation to DanPilot’s business partners.
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Policy on offensive conduct
As part of DanPilot’s efforts to maintain
and improve its safe and healthy working
environment for all employees, DanPilot has
implemented a policy on offensive conduct.
The policy makes it clear that offensive
conduct such as, but not limited to, sexual
harassment and bullying is unacceptable
at DanPilot, regardless of whether one is
working on boats or on land. This policy also
sets out how offensive conduct is dealt with
in the organisation, including the fact that
you can use the newly established whistleblower scheme if you want to report a matter
anonymously.

Anti-corruption policy
DanPilot has also implemented an anti-corruption policy to clarify to employees and
business partners that DanPilot has zero
tolerance for corruption. At DanPilot, we
want all parties operating with our company

to comply with international standards and
guidelines related to anti-corruption. This
helps protect DanPilot’s integrity and work
ethic, both in relation to DanPilot as a company as well as our individual employees.
Our anti-corruption work falls under the
group’s CSR work and was initiated by the
organisation’s membership of the UN Global
Compact, which entails a pledge on the part
of DanPilot to combat corruption in all its
forms.
With the recently implemented anti-corruption policy, DanPilot’s aim is for employees and business partners to comply with
applicable anti-corruption legislation. At the
same time, it will also be possible to report
incidents of corruption through our newly
established whistleblower scheme, where
both employees and business partners are
able to report incidents.

Whistleblower scheme
DanPilot has agreed to establish a whistleblower scheme to ensure an open corporate
culture where anyone can report suspected irregularities or illegalities concerning
DanPilot's employees, management, board or
other stakeholders.
Reports can be submitted through the implemented whistleblower portal, where both
employees and business partners are able
to report specific issues at DanPilot, either
anonymously or by disclosing their identity.
The whistleblower scheme aims to increase
the capability of employees and business
partners to:
• speak out on illegal or objectionable
matters
• protect those who report information to
the whistleblowing scheme
• detect errors and dereliction of duty

The whistleblower scheme is a complement
to the direct and daily communication that
characterises DanPilot, and is therefore
anchored in the board of directors and the
executive board.
n

FACTS
Achieved in 2020

In 2020, a policy on offensive conduct
and an anti-corruption policy was
implemented.

Ambition for 2021

The whistleblower scheme will be
implemented in early 2021.

In 2020, management implemented a
policy on offensive conduct as well as an
anti-corruption policy.
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Environmentally friendly scrapping of end-of-life equipment
S

ustainability is a naturally integrated
part of DanPilot’s agenda. We focus on
sustainability in our operations as well as in
connection with the purchasing of goods and
equipment – and, of course, also in relation to
the disposal of equipment produced in an era
where we lacked the knowledge and focus on
the environment that we have today.
As equipment becomes worn out and needs
to be replaced, it is important that end-of-life
equipment manufactured in a time before
today’s focus on recyclability is not simply
resold with the associated risk of environmental consequences. Old fibreglass boats are
often left abandoned for decades, becoming
an eyesore in nature. DanPilot wanted to
avoid that risk, which is why we sought more
sustainable alternatives.

Once equipment wears out, it needs to be properly disposed of. That’s why the old pilot boat
was scrapped in an environmentally correct way.
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LF 165 out of service. The boat began its career in 1983 under the name “Stigsnæs Lods”.
It was later renamed LF 165 and mainly operated in the waters around Bornholm, albeit
with a single detour to the waters off Småland
three or four years ago.
The old pilot boat did a fine job throughout
the years, but she was no longer able to outrun her old age.

and it was a priority for DanPilot to find a
place that offered an environmentally appropriate way to have her scrapped.
Petersen og Sørensen in Svendborg possesses
the necessary environmental approval and
a saw designed specifically to saw through
fibreglass and collect all the fibreglass dust
that is released in the process. The hull is
sawed into manageable pieces, which are then

placed in an approved landfill. Fibreglass
disposal is a major challenge all around the
world. At present, the recommended solution
is to dispose of fibreglass in landfills under
appropriate conditions so that the material
can be recycled once the necessary technologies and tools have been developed.
n

LF 165 remained in operation until spring
2020 in Rønne (Bornholm). In the autumn,
she was taken ashore to the company Petersen og Sørensen in Svendborg, which scrapped
the boat and ensured that its approximately
10 tonnes of large fibreglass hull pieces were
responsibly processed.

Lifetime of 37 years

10 tonnes of fibreglass scrapped in an
environmentally correct way

In autumn 2020, DanPilot took the pilot boat

As mentioned, LF 165 was a fibreglass boat,
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CO2 reduction in focus
T

he goal in society is to reduce CO2
emissions by 70% by 2030. This is an
objective we also share at DanPilot. In 2020,
we received delivery of the last two boats of a
newly built series of 17 boats. This means that
we are in a good position to sail as CO2-neutrally as possible with the technology that
enables the operation of traditional diesel engines. Further reductions with existing technology can therefore be achieved by reducing
the number of sailed nautical miles while also
sailing economically, i.e. by selecting the right
speed and sailing route for each operation.
At DanPilot, we have reduced CO2 emissions
by 1.06% per nautical mile in 2020.
2020 has been an atypical year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The number of
operations declined, but on the other hand,
DanPilot has restricted the number of pilots
sailing together on pilot boats by 25% with a
view to ensuring the highest possible safety
and reducing the risk of infection.
This reduction has often entailed a need to
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sail two trips instead of one. These trips are
often under time pressure, which leaves no
opportunity to sail at reduced speeds. We are
therefore completely satisfied that we have
reduced emissions by 1.2% per sailed nautical
mile.

Less CO2 emissions on the road

If, however, we look at transport via public
transport, company cars and taxis, we can
see a drop of 17% in emissions compared to
2019. Part of this reduction is due to a decline
in activities caused by COVID-19. In addition to this – and as expected – the change in
station structure has also had an influence on
reductions, as the establishment of stations
in Spodsbjerg and Grenaa has cut down the
number of kilometres travelled.

Achieved in 2020

in the pilot boats and their fuel consumption.
A reduction of upwards of 70% by 2030 will
therefore require new approaches and innovations in relation to the way we do things
at present. We are looking for technical
solutions based on future technologies. That
is why we will continue to keep a close eye on
developments in the coming years and look
into propulsion solutions based on electricity,
hydrogen and other combinations based on
sustainable technology.
We are continuously monitoring developments in alternative fuels such as hydrogen

FACTS

and ammonia. In addition to this, developments in the field of electric engines with
batteries that are charged using green wind
power when boats are in port may also be a
possibility, and we are closely following the
results other companies have achieved (e.g. in
the ferry services sector). DanPilot is following developments and prepared to change its
course to achieve its climate target. Only time
will tell whether this will entail a replacement
of the powertrains in our existing boats, new
constructions with lighter materials or a combination of multiple solutions.
n
2019

2020

Percentage
difference

Nautical miles sailed in pilot boats

396,941

420,025

5.82%

CO2 emissions from pilot boats, tonnes

7,487.65

7,836.06

4.65%

18.86

18.66

-1.06%

2,012.045 1,883.454

-6.39%

Kg CO2 per nautical mile

Long-term climate goals

Number of kilometres travelled by car and taxi

There is no question that the key to achieving
significant reductions in CO2 emissions lies

CO2 emissions, cars

202

117

-2.08%

5K
5K
6J
6J
6J

Speed reductions have been im
plemented on the majority of
pilot boats in order to reduce fuel
consumption and thus also CO2
emissions, which have been reduced
by 1.2% per sailed nautical mile
compared to 2019.

Ambition for 2021

In 2021, DanPilot will continue to
monitor developments within
climate-friendly solutions for pilot
boats and engage in dialogue with
potential suppliers of sustainable
solutions in the field of pilotage.

Ambition for the longer term

Enter into collaborations with
sub-suppliers and the industry in
general with a view to identifying
future fuel sources to find alternatives
for the existing fleet of pilot boats.
The aim is to find a solution that
meets operational needs in
combination with a significantly
lower climate footprint.
70% reduction by 2030
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ISO: Much more than just a fancy piece of paper
D

anPilot is certified according to ISO
9001 version 2015. For many years now,
we have been working on the development of
a quality management system that creates value and supports the procedures and running
changes that are necessary to maintain an
organisation that continually has to meet its
customers’ dynamic needs.
DanPilot was externally audited by DNV-GL
in 2020. DanPilot received high praise from
the auditors, with the concluding report
highlighting among other things that our
reporting system is being used correctly and
creating value for the organisation.

In connection with the audit, DanPilot received a prestigious distinction in the form of
the highest possible rating in the areas of how
customer focus has been tackled and the company’s handling of the COVID-19 situation.
With the outbreak of COVID-19, DanPilot
immediately began working together with the
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Danish Ministry of Industry, Business and
Financial Affairs, Danish Maritime Authority and other partners to make plans for
how we could maintain operations without
increasing the risk of infection among our
employees and, not least, our customers. A
three-step COVID-19 preparedness plan was
launched, experiences were exchanged with
colleagues in Nordic countries, newsletters
were issued with updates from management,
company vehicles were released, additional
cleaning measures were implemented and
a precautionary principle was adopted. All
these actions were initiated by applying our
plan-do-check-act methodology to reach
every corner of the organisation on both large
and small matters.

Distinction for the competition situation
DanPilot also received the highest rating for
its proactive approach to the liberalisation of
pilotage services such as through its increased
focus on dialogue with customers, reorganisa-

tion of product structure and transparency in
pricing. Crucially, the auditor found that the
constant focus on improvement, learning and
knowledge sharing in day-to-day operations
helps to strengthen competitiveness, especially because the audit found that professional
integrity not only applies to employees’ own
working area, but across all of DanPilot.
During the external audit in 2020, it became
clear that all processes, instructions and related documentation were in order at DanPilot.
There were only two
minor discrepancies which have subsequently
been rectified.
Finally, DanPilot received a great deal of
recognition for the results achieved by the
company in relation to the areas of workplace
culture and employee well-being, as well as for
DanPilot’s impressive ability to robustly and
consistently provide the highest level of safety
in Danish waters.

The idea is that all our management systems
will become a naturally integrated part of the
quality management system. The aim is not
necessarily for employees to reflect on quality
management, but rather that procedures
and guidelines in their daily work become
a natural part of the quality management
system without employees having to think
twice about it.

Internal audit helps the organisation
grow
To ensure that the organisation continuously
adapts procedures and workflows to the plando-check-act methodology, a group of staff
representatives has been set up to conduct
regular internal audits. Employee representatives come from different departments and
audit colleagues from other departments. This
allows DanPilot to identify whether there
are any procedures or guidelines that are no
longer in line with what takes place in practice. An internal audit report will be prepared

and will identify any discrepancies that need
to be addressed by each department.
At DanPilot, we believe that working with
ISO 9001 goes a long way to ensuring that our
strategic objectives become operational and
that the organisation is able to continuously
evolve in relation to the world we are part
of and that we are here to service. ISO 9001
is a highly useful tool that ensures a quality
management system that constantly develops
the organisation, procedures and products for
the benefit of our customers.
n
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Boatmasters helped extinguish a fire on
fishing vessel off Langeland
I

An ordinary day turned into something
out of the ordinary for two boatmasters at
DanPilot's pilot station at Spodsbjerg on
Langeland. On that Sunday morning, the
station received an emergency call about a
burning fishing vessel a quarter of a nautical
mile off the coast of Spodsbjerg.

escorted Falck’s smoke divers to the fishing
vessel on one of DanPilot's pilot boats. Upon
arrival, the smoke divers began extinguishing the fire with water from the pilot boat
DanPilot Echo’s fire pump. Water alone was
not enough to extinguish the fire on the fishing vessel, which was made from fibreglass.
Falck used their own inflatable boat to sail
fire-retardant foam to the incident, which
they connected to Echo’s pump before finally
extinguishing the fire.

The two boatmasters, Poul Juul Jørgensen
and Michael K. Pedersen, are normally
responsible for sailing DanPilot's pilots out to
the large ships and therefore know the local
waters inside out. The emergency call was to
obtain assistance with sailing smoke divers
from Falck to the burning fishing vessel.
The two quick-witted boatmasters rapidly

The fishing vessel was left at anchor, and two
hours later DanPilot Echo transported the
smoke divers back ashore. Boatmaster Poul
Jørgensen kept a constant eye on the fishing
vessel and informed the central Maritime
Assistance Service (MAS) of its position as
it drifted behind the ferry berth and towards
land. Just as calm had fallen over Spodsbjerg

n October 2020, two DanPilot boatmasters
helped extinguish a fire on a fishing vessel
off Spodsbjerg.
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port, however the fire flared up again in the
adrift vessel. Fortunately it did not pose a risk
to any people or property, and Jørgensen was
able to simply monitor the fire and provide
running reports to the MAS.

successful collaboration between all parties
involved, and we are glad to have contributed
to a successful rescue operation where no one
was injured in the incident,” said Erik Merkes
Nielsen to Søfart after the rescue operation.

Good seamanship

New pilot boats with good equipment

No one was injured in the fire. The unfortunate fisherman was rescued by Falck and admitted to hospital for observation for smoke
inhalation but was discharged the same day.

The pilot boat DanPilot Echo is one of 15 new
15-metre boats that DanPilot has put into service in the past two years. DanPilot also has
two 20-metre boats with the same equipment.
It turned out that the boat's safety equipment
was also useful in a situation like this.
The boatmasters were extremely satisfied
with the fire-fighting equipment installed on
the new boats. The fire pump worked well,
and the functionality of the equipment was
praised.
n

DanPilot employees create safety in Danish
waters and ports in their daily work, but the
rescue operation in question is not normally
part of employees’ duties. However, it was
fortunate that they were able to step in when
required.
“It’s an example of seamanship. It was a

No one was injured in the fire, which was extinguished by Falck smoke divers
with vital assistance from a fire pump on DanPilot's new pilot boat.
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New station structure benefits customers
W

e live in a world that is constantly
changing; ships are getting bigger,
traffic patterns are changing and construction
projects such as the Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link
and the Storstrøm Bridge are challenging
DanPilot’s station structure. We therefore
carried out a thorough analysis at the start of
2020 to determine whether our pilot stations
and pilot boats were appropriately located in
relation to ensuring optimal operation based
on the needs of our customers.

Pilots should be stationed close to their
boats
The analysis identified improvements and
changes that have subsequently been implemented or are still underway.
The pilot station in Nyborg is being dismantled and has been put up for sale. A new
pilot station has instead been established in
Spodsbjerg, which is located very close to a
central transfer point. This allows us to oper-
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ationally reduce transport times on land and
ensure that pilots have a better daily working
life close to operations. It has also resulted
in more flexible and efficient operations,
benefiting our employees and not least our
customers.
The pilot station in Grenaa was shut down in
connection with the establishment of a pilot
station on Sjællands Odde in 2019. However,
our analysis has subsequently found that
operationally, it makes more sense to operate
pilot stations in both locations to provide
the opportunity for resting close to the pilot
boats. We therefore re-established our pilot
station in Grenaa with five chambers in
2020. For our customers, this entails greater
flexibility and an improved backup capacity
due to the possibility of pilot transfers and
disembarkments in both locations. It also
benefits DanPilot by improving our operational efficiency through reduced transport
times and expenses.

Expansion of capacity in Skagen
For a long time, there has been a need for an
expansion of capacity in Skagen, where one
of our busiest stations is located. DanPilot
therefore acquired the former Skipper School
(Skipperskolen), which is located very close
to the port. The former school has been renovated to become a pilot station with facilities
that can cope with a high volume of passages
and pilots’ need to rest at all times of the day.
We had six chambers available at the previous
station. The new station has 13 chambers,
and shortly after coming into operation, there
were times where they were all in use at the
same time. This is another initiative that benefits our customers, as it gives us the capacity
to ensure that our pilots are well-rested prior
to pilotage operations.
DanPilot continuously runs calculations to
ensure an optimal station structure that results in low operating costs while also meeting the needs of its customers. We thereby

make sure to accommodate the needs of our
employees, who need a place to stay and rest,
while also meeting customer demands.
n

1

The pilot station in
Spodsbjerg is now
operational

2

In Grenaa, facilities
have been rented close
to the pilot boat

3

The new pilot station
in Skagen underwent a
major renovation before
DanPilot brought it into
operation

4

The new station on
Sjællands Odde.

1

2

3

4
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FACTS SATISFACTION SHIPBROKERS IN DK

High satisfaction through a difficult year
I

n 2020, DanPilot had a major focus on
building an even closer relationships with
its customers. The planned customer visits
in Denmark as well as international visits
were hindered by COVID-19, but we worked
hard to come up with alternative solutions.
Customer Relations made sure to maintain
contact with our customers to a much higher
degree than before through online meetings
and telephone calls to ensure they remained
up to date on the situation from our perspective and to further build on our close collaboration in spite of the lack of customer visits
in 2020. In our online meetings and conversations, customers have expressed a high level
of satisfaction with DanPilot’s service. This
initiative has also secured new customers for
DanPilot.

Most reliable pilotage company in Europe
The surveys we carried out to assess shipping
companies’ and shipbrokers’ satisfaction
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with DanPilot’s services proceeded as usual,
as they are carried out online. In 2020, our
customer satisfaction levels remained at the
same level as in 2019, indicating that our customers have been pleased with the manner in
which DanPilot has handled the COVID-19
situation in terms of service, safety and
resources. We are particularly pleased that in
a year such as 2020, with its clear challenges,
shipping companies found that DanPilot
continues to provide timely pilotage services
and meets their expectations in terms of safe
pilotage, and that their view of DanPilot as
the most reliable pilotage company in Europe
has remained unaffected.
Based on our core service – safety – and out
of consideration for the captains and crew on
board our customers’ vessels, we chose not
to carry out our usual satisfaction survey on
board the vessels, as it is usually completed
on the pilot boat’s iPad. Safety is paramount
for DanPilot, which is why we decided not

to conduct the survey in 2020 with a view
to avoiding infection risks for captains and
pilots who would otherwise have been using
the pilot’s iPad. The results of this survey in
2019 showed a generally very high rating
from the captains on board the vessels. In
2021, a new and more in-depth customer
satisfaction survey will be developed to bring
us even closer to the captains, who are our
customers on board the vessels and who can
help us improve our service and take their
experience with us to an even higher level.

1
2017
2018
2019
2020

Through visits and interviews, we will look
into our customers’ expectations and decision-making processes and thereby improve
their satisfaction with the services offered by
DanPilot.
n

2
2017
2018
2019
2020

3
2017
2018
2019
2020

In 2021, DanPilot looks forward to hopefully
being able to visit its Danish and international customers once more and thereby follow
up on – and improve – its great collaborations with them.
We will also be rolling out a more in-depth
and qualitative customer satisfaction survey
in 2021 with a view to obtaining an even better understanding of our customers’ needs.

4
Jørgen Busk Vestergaard is one of
DanPilot's many pilots who help
keep customer satisfaction at a high
level.

2017
2018
2019
2020

Do you agree that DanPilot is dedicated
to ensuring timely pilotage for your vessels?
3.53
3.67
3.80
3.83
Do you agree that DanPilot is committed
to ensuring safe pilotage of your vessels?
3.60
3.67
3.60
3.83
Do you agree that DanPilot’s prices correspond
to the degree of timeliness and safety?
3.13
3.17
3.00
3.17
Do you agree that DanPilot offers
the most reliable pilotage in Europe?
2.93
3.00
3.00
3.00

Scale 1–4, with 4 being the highest rating

1
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

2
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

3
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

4
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

How satisfied are you with
the pilotage ordering process?
4.10

3.90

4.17

4.25

2017

2018

2019

2020

How satisfied are you with the communication
about DanPilot’s dispatching operations?
4.15

3.93

4.28

4.25

2017

2018

2019

2020

How satisfied are you with DanPilot's answers
to pilotage-related questions?
3.55

3.55

3.94

4.00

2017

2018

2019

2020

Overall, how satisfied are you
with DanPilot's service?
4.05

3.66

2017

2018

4.06

4.00

2019

2020

Scale 1–5, with 5 being the highest rating
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Close to customers without physical meetings
D

anPilot's mission is to provide safety at
sea and in port. Pilots’ extensive knowledge of currents, winds and changing water
depths in Danish waters, and equally extensive knowledge and experience in relation to
navigating and manoeuvring ships, brings
ships safely into port and through Danish
waters. In addition to this, pilots are an extra
set of eyes on shipping traffic, where Danish
waters offer many challenging conditions with
narrow areas and a lot of traffic. And if there's
an accident on board, with a machine breaking down or instruments malfunctioning,
pilots are ready to intervene at a moment’s
notice and have received extensive training to
deal with the unexpected.
DanPilot’s business is to provide safety, and
the more vessels that take on pilots in Danish
waters, the higher the level of maritime safety
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we can create for the benefit of shipping
traffic and the environment. It was therefore
a natural move for DanPilot – with a view
to improving maritime safety – to step up its
dialogue with its customers and thereby retain
(and ideally increase) the number of pilotage
operations. DanPilot wants to build up a
stronger relationship with all its customers so
that DanPilot is always cognisant of its customers’ needs and can thereby accommodate
them to the greatest extent possible.

Liberalisation of pilotage services and
loyal customers
2020 was the first year of liberalisation in
all areas. DanPilot has trimmed its internal
organisation and reduced its fees with the
elimination of the “on call fee”. In addition
to this, prices have been kept stable both for

transit and port operations, resulting in an
overall price reduction for customers.
Our internal processes have been carefully
reviewed to identify possibilities to accommodate our customers’ needs to the greatest
extent possible, e.g. through a change in our
station structure (see p. 36).
DanPilot has some very loyal customers, and
even with the liberalisation of pilotage services, we have proven very capable of retaining
and even attracting new customers. Our
customer satisfaction survey indicates that
customers regard DanPilot as a highly professional pilotage company that provides timely
pilotage and is always a good business partner
that sees solutions instead of problems.
DanPilot has set a goal to develop a new pilot

structure that makes it possible to customise
pilotage services to the needs of individual shipping companies. Already in 2019,
DanPilot decided to increase its dialogue with
customers and proactively strengthen its relationship with them. In 2020, DanPilot was in
close dialogue with its customers to accommodate their wishes for new products and/or
expand existing products with a major focus
on more non-stop pilotage operations, which
DanPilot has been able to provide. DanPilot
also has an ambition to develop products for
customers in particularly challenging areas.
Many customers were meant to visit us in
2020, but that proved to be impossible due to
COVID-19. Instead, virtual meetings were
employed as an alternative to maintain our
dialogue with them. Our aim is for 2021
to be a year where Customer Relations can

once more hold physical meetings with our
customers and benefit from the additional
dimensions such meetings offer, even though
virtual meetings have proven their worth.
The goal of getting closer to our customers
has further been supported by the establishment of a Customer Experience department,
which is solely focused on giving customers
the best possible customer experience. The
department was established under Customer Relations, which is its own independent
division within DanPilot that reports directly
to the CEO.
The department focuses on customers’ needs
and seeks to accommodate them through
major internal and cross-departmental
follow-ups with all employees to ensure DanPilot provides a high standard of customer
service and safety.
n

FACTS
Achieved in 2020

It has only been possible to conduct the new customer satisfaction
survey and interviews with customers
online and via virtual meetings due to
COVID-19.

Ambition for 2021

DanPilot will develop a deeper and
more qualitative customer satisfaction survey. This will ensure that we
gain an even better understanding
of our customers' expectations and
decision-making processes. Through
interviews and in-depth research, we
will gain the knowledge to improve
our services and maintain our goal
of remaining Europe's most reliable
pilotage company.
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Nordic co-operation strengthens DanPilot
A new Nordic collaboration
emerged in the spring of 2020.
The collaboration among the
four Nordic countries has quickly
proved its tremendous worth to
DanPilot.
At a Nordic Pilots meeting at the start of the
year, CEOs, pilot managers and dispatch
managers were gathered to discuss relevant
transnational issues. Pilotage companies
from Finland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark
had also planned to meet during the early
summer, but COVID-19 proved an obstacle
to that. Instead, the Nordic pilotage managers agreed to meet virtually already around
the first wave of COVID-19. The network
continued to hold weekly virtual meetings
throughout the remainder of 2020.
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In the four countries, pilotage managers in
the four countries faced similar transnational
challenges as COVID-19 emerged in the
Nordic region: Uncertainty about the virus
and collaboration with the authorities on
maintaining operations in the spring, when
knowledge of the pandemic was extremely
limited. The exchange of knowledge was
tremendously valuable, and it was clear that
all parties benefited from the knowledge
they were able to share with one another. As
the first vessels with COVID-19 infections
arrived in Danish waters, DanPilot’s network
was able to assist from the sidelines, as our
Nordic colleagues had already gained experience in how to handle such scenarios.

you are on very familiar terms with. The
network has thus passed the test.
Most recently, DanPilot was contacted by
Swedish colleagues in December about a ship
that needed to be piloted in Danish waters.
The Swedes had encountered a captain who
showed signs of fatigue after many months on
board, which prompted a particularly thorough preparation process among DanPilot’s
pilots to work as proactively as possible with
the vessel’s bridge team.
Thanks to the tip from our Swedish colleagues and the preparedness of our pilots,
the operation went smoothly.

Outreach network offers tips

A network that is used for more than
pilotage-related discussions

The Nordic pilotage companies have moved
closer with this new collaboration, as it requires little effort to reach out to a colleague

COVID-19 has been high on the network’s
agenda, but many other subjects have also
been discussed. Among other things, the net-

work has had a number of good discussions
about issues related to pilotage and other
matters arising from the pandemic. These
included PPE, staff fatigue and the financial
consequences of COVID-19, as the Nordic
partners have been hit hard by the decline in
cruises.

Finland

Norway

The network has brought colleagues across
national borders together on pilotage-related
issues that require expert insights. Following
the frequent virtual meetings, the Nordic
pilotage managers have gotten to know each
other very well, and DanPilot has become
stronger now that valuable professional feedback and input is only a phone call away.
n

The frequent virtual meetings have allowed
the Nordic pilotage managers to become very
familiar with one another, and DanPilot has
become stronger now that valuable professional input is just a phone call away.

Sweden
Denmark
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DanPilot supports its customers' desire to
care for the environment
I

n August 2020, the decommissioned production platforms Tyra Øst and Tyra Vest
from Tyra Field in the North Sea had to be
transported to Frederikshavn and piloted into
the new recycling yard M.A.R.S. (Modern
American Recycling Services) at the Port of
Frederikshavn for environmentally sound
scrapping and recycling.

its involvement in development plans in ports
as well as other maritime environments.

This task required two calls to the Port of
Frederikshavn with a giant specially designed
barge and four tug boats to tow the platforms,
which weighed over 23,000 tonnes in total.

M.A.R.S. is a new and modern recycling yard
with a strong focus on ensuring environmentally sound dismantling of platforms and
ships. The yard opened in spring 2020. For
Tyra Field, it is expected that more than 95%
of the production platforms can be recycled.

The operation was preceded by thorough
preparations with the participation of two
pilots from DanPilot. Our pilots are often
involved in such projects in Danish ports that
require extensive expertise on the navigational
aspects of such undertakings. DanPilot continues to contribute to Blue Denmark through
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The project was planned jointly between
M.A.R.S. Europe, the Port of Frederikshavn
and DanPilot, which was involved to ensure
the safe navigation into the quay and to highlight the challenges that may have arisen.

Tyra Field is Denmark's largest natural gas
field, and the field is the centre for processing
and exporting more than 90% of the natural
gas produced in the Danish North Sea. Production and exports from the field stopped in

September 2019, and reconstruction of an updated Tyra Field is underway. The reopening
is expected to take place in 2022.
The platforms from Tyra Field were transported one at a time from the North Sea to
Frederikshavn on the world’s largest construction vessel, Pioneering Spirit. Upon arrival,
the platforms were lifted with the specially
designed barge Iron Lady, which is 200m
long and 57m wide and designed to fit into
Pioneering Spirit. From Frederikshavn and
into the M.A.R.S. facility at the quay, pilots
from DanPilot were in charge of the pilotage
operations, which involved four tug boats to
ensure safe berthing of the large barge with
over 10,000 tonnes of production platforms
on board.
The experienced pilots Jørgen Vestergaard and
Torben Hansen, who also participated in the
planning meetings, were on board the barge

Iron Lady during both operations when the
giant production platforms were piloted into
the Port of Frederikshavn.

“It’s important for us to be able to plan the
work with pilots to ensure the safety of the
port, our facilities and the environment when
bringing platforms as big as these into our
facilities. DanPilot has been a good ally in the
planning and execution of the operation,”
KIM THYGESEN, COO M.A.R.S.
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DENMARK'S PILOTAGE HISTORY – BEFORE
AND NOW

RESPONSIBILITY FOR PARTNERS

Expansion of successful sailing literature
D

anPilot has published a whole series of
sailing manuals over the years. Initially,
sailing manuals were published on transit pilotage in Storebælt and Øresund and
pilotage in Danish ports. In 2019, the project
was expanded to include STS operations and
a separate book on mooring ships.

The series of books will be updated and
maintained regularly.
These sailing manuals are still being distributed to vessels by our pilots and are well-received. They are widely used as reference
works for both ships’ crews and pilots. For
captains who have never entered Danish waters before, they provide a quick overview of
the information needed to help ensure a safe
passage through our waters. This is helpful, as
otherwise such information would have to be
retrieved from several different places.
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DanPilot contributes knowledge
to international guide
In 2019, DanPilot partnered with the major
Scottish Witherby Publishing Group to
provide assistance in developing a description
of the gateway to the Baltics – through the
dynamic and challenging Danish straits.
Witherby Publishing Group has been printing maritime publications since 1740. The
publishing house currently has more than
400 titles in its portfolio, covering large parts
of the maritime sector as well as the energy
and insurance sectors.
They have previously published sailing planning guides for the English Channel and the
Malacca and Singapore Straits. These guides
offer captains a thorough overview of all the
specifics of the area that exist, allowing them
to plan a safe passing through those waters.
Their latest undertaking was to publish a
work on Danish waters, and DanPilot was
called upon to provide its considerable professional insight on the area.

Among other things, DanPilot's working
group cross-checked the large amount of
factual information that the publishers had
found in existing databases with the help
of the Danish Maritime Authority and the
Danish Geodata Agency.
The majority of the work revolved around
describing local conditions with the greatest
possible level of detail. This ranged from local
currents to how and when they arise, traffic
patterns and emergency anchorage areas, as
well as the presence of fishing vessels and
recreational boaters and the salinity of the
waters.
Several pilots contributed numerous photos
that could be used as illustrations in the
guide. The finished material was regularly
sent back and forth across the North Sea,
and virtual meetings were held with the
publisher to refine and adjust the material.

A major reference work for the Baltic Sea
Following the hard work of collecting and
verifying the data, the massive amount of
material was handed over to the editors at
Witherby Publishing Group. In spring 2021,
a consolidated draft version will be presented
to DanPilot’s working group for a final review
before its final release in the summer of 2021.

The history of pilotage told with the help of staff from DanPilot

DanPilot has been proud to contribute its knowledge and insight to
this major and significant reference work
for the industry. The work also highlights the
need to take on pilots when passing through
our narrow Danish waters. Even in an age of
so many high-tech aids, local knowledge and
expertise obtained over many years remain a
great help in safely crossing our waters.

In the future, the new voyage
planning guide will help ensure that
captains and navigators making their way
through Danish waters can plan their voyage
as effectively as possible.
n

In 2020, DanPilot was contacted by Denmark’s Pilotage Museum, which was in the
process of writing a publication on the history of pilotage in Denmark.
It was the first time in history that Danish pilotage was to be published in a comprehensive work that would be published in two volumes totalling more than 800 pages.
The book, entitled ‘Danmarks lodshistorie før og nu’ (Denmark’s Pilotage History Before
and Now), has been authored by Denmark’s Pilotage Museum Association in collaboration with DanPilot.
Pilotage is an important part of Danish history as well as one of Denmark’s oldest professions, dating back 500 years. Since the 16th century, ships that needed to be guided
safely through waters or into ports have become larger, carrying more passengers
and sailing larger volumes and more dangerous cargoes. Danish pilotage is therefore
a critical profession, the history of which has now been written down in a book for the
first time. The book is therefore an important cornerstone in Danish pilotage history and
maritime cultural heritage.

Achieved in 2020

DanPilot's pilots have contributed with their extensive knowledge and experience to
several chapters in the book and given their views on the future of shipping, pilotage
and piloting as a knowledge-based and technological profession. Poul Himmelstrup,
the book's main author and board member of the Danish Pilotage Museum Association, says that it has been a difficult but interesting task, as the history of pilotage is a
commercial history that no one has described before. The Danish Pilotage Museum
Association has chronicled the transition of the profession from men in simple sailing
boats who were highly familiar with the local waters to modern pilotage. DanPilot's involvement has meant that everyone can now gain a rare insight into the expert workings
of a state-owned enterprise in a competitive pilotage market.

Ambition

In early 2021, the Danish Pilotage Museum Association will publish and continuously
update the book on Denmark's pilotage history on the Internet, allowing all pilotage
enthusiasts to gain insight into Denmark’s 500 years of pilotage history.

FACTS
In 2020, DanPilot contributed by disseminating new knowledge to the prestigious
Witherby Publishing Group, which asked DanPilot for assistance with a voyage planning
guide for the approach to the Baltic Sea. DanPilot accordingly reprioritised its efforts to
disseminate knowledge about voyage planning as widely as possible.

DanPilot will deliver the final revised contribution to Witherby Publishing Group.
Pre-planning guides and other documentation will also be regularly reviewed and
updated and reprinted as necessary.
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DanPilot wants to be close to future seafarers
A

mong DanPilot's close partners are, of
course, educational institutions. We
have had a collaboration with SIMAC in
Svendborg for several years, where a pilot has
linked theory and practice with a presentation on ship handling from the practitioner's
point of view and through everyday lenses.
The presentation is part of a ship-handling
module for students nearing the end of their
training as ship officers, and the presentation
is often followed by a series of questions from
the engaged students.
Since the collaboration began in 2016, the
presentation has been developed and adjusted
in collaboration with SIMAC lecturers. The
presentation is now positioned in the course
timetable so that the students can use the
knowledge they gain from the presentation
when try their hand at SIMAC’s ship simulator, which they use just after the presentation.
This gives the students an opportunity to plan
their upcoming voyages, present their plans
and, on the basis of DanPilot’s presentation,
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receive input and feedback from a pilot with
extensive ship-handling experience.
The collaboration with SIMAC was originally
focused solely on ship handling, but other
exciting relationships have developed along
the way.

own environment and gain an insight into
their world. The students are good at posing
challenging questions to the pilot, which
creates value for DanPilot as experience and
reflections are incorporated into the teaching,
both in our own simulator and other education-related tasks that DanPilot is involved in.

– pilotage. It is an undertaking that benefits everyone as well as an activity that can
continue to strengthen and improve efforts to
promote maritime safety in Danish waters.
n

Students are interested in piloting topics
The regular co-operation with SIMAC has led
to SIMAC students participating in training
with DanPilot pilots in the simulator. The aim
was partly to see our approach to simulator
training, where we emphasise a deep connection between theory and practice, and partly
to obtain an insight into how pilots connect
knowledge and experience in everyday
situations. In addition to this, a number of
students have written on topics related to pilotage in connection with their project work
while also obtaining knowledge and input
from DanPilot’s employees.
The collaboration is a unique opportunity
for DanPilot to meet the students in their

A future recruitment base
By the time the students meet DanPilot,
they already have sailing experience and an
appetite to learn more about practice after
covering a lot of theory. There is a high
demand for Danish seafarers, and there is no
doubt that the collaboration is a unique way
for DanPilot to meet future ship’s officers and
sow the seeds for DanPilot’s future recruitment base.
The strengthened collaboration with institutions such as SIMAC and others offers
potential for DanPilot, which has an interest
in generating interest in – and an insight into

By the time the students meet DanPilot,
they already have sailing experience and an
appetite to learn more about practice after
covering a lot of theory. Here is Deputy Pilot
Manager Hans Anders Pedersen teaching
students.
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Simulator courses link theory and practice
H

ow do you ensure a course provides the
greatest possible value? At DanPilot,
we believe that the link between theory,
practice and knowledge sharing is crucial.
When a course can be applied directly to
everyday work challenges, it's easy to put
new skills to use.

needs in relation to their sailing area.
Being able to plan the course structure
ourselves has led to an increased focus on
debriefing while also having the added
benefit of allowing us to accommodate more
individual needs.

DanPilot began holding statutory courses in
2020 in its own simulator and with its own
instructors after obtaining accreditation from
the Danish Maritime Authority and being
ISO-certified by DNV-GL. In addition to
DanPilot's own internal courses, the course
activities now also include statutory courses
such as "Ship Handling for Pilots" and "Tug
Handling for Pilots".

E-learning provides more simulator time

Holding courses in-house gives DanPilot a
better opportunity to ensure that the course is
adapted to the individual pilot. The content of
the statutory courses is laid down in legislation, but there is still enough leeway to adapt
the structure of the course to each pilot’s
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In connection with the mandatory courses, DanPilot has developed its own course
material, which is sent out as e-learning to
the course participants before it starts. In
addition to theory lessons, the course material also includes theory tests, which must
be passed before the start of the course. This
new approach to preparing and learning the
theory at home also ensures that each pilot
gets as much time as possible for practical
sailing exercises in the simulator.
Since the start of our own courses in the
simulator in 2018, feedback from trainees has
shown that DanPilot's approach to training
has been well-received. The core of our

approach is to emphasise the exchange of
experience and knowledge while also
connecting theory to practice.

Training with external partners
DanPilot has strengthened its collaboration
and knowledge sharing with other pilotage
companies, and our course structure has
attracted interest from other pilotage
companies. We have therefore held pilotagerelated courses such as “Ship Handling for
Pilots” and “Tug Handling for Pilots” for
other pilotage companies.
DanPilot welcomes external partners in
connection with area-specific training.
In collaboration with Svitzer, we organised
tug boat training for pilots, where a captain
from Svitzer contributed to a really good
exchange of experience between pilots and
tug boat captains.

with Danish ports to provide better opportunities to gain a greater insight into the daily
workings of the ports. This dialogue has
resulted in more port representatives visiting
DanPilot and spending a day in the simulator
with a local pilot from the port. This has led
to rewarding discussions on limitations in the
ports as well as new opportunities that have
generated new knowledge and value for both
parties through mutual knowledge exchange.
n

FACTS COURSE DEPARTMENT
In addition to the internal courses, 14 statutory courses were held in 2020 with a total of
40 participants, divided into "Ship Handling for Pilots" and "Tug Handling for Pilots".
In 2020, two towline courses were planned for external partners. One was held, while
the other had to be cancelled due to corona. In addition to this, a "Ship Handling Refresh" and a "Tug Handling Refresh" course have been conducted for Limfjord Pilot.

Ambition for 2021

To increase knowledge sharing both internally and externally as well as to improve and
develop new courses for the benefit of everyone in DanPilot, while also offering these
courses to other pilotage companies. Training courses have been planned for several
external partners.

AMBITION FOLLOW-UP
Internal courses for boatswains

In 2020, the last 14 boatswains completed retraining courses for the last two pilot
boats. The plan was also to significantly increase their familiarity with the electronic aids
in the pilot boats through an internal one-day course on the use of Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (ECDIS) at each pilot station. The better each individual
boatmaster is at using the electronic aids, the more able they are to handle situations
when unforeseen incidents occur at sea. Due to the replacement of the area manager
for boatmasters and the COVID-19 situation, however, the courses had to be postponed
to 2021.

DanPilot has also stepped up its dialogue
Deputy Pilot Managers Jesper Vorm and
Hans Anders Pedersen both teaching in the
simulator
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Your Time, Your Safety – Our Commitment
DanPilot conducts pilotage operations in Danish waters
according to applicable Danish legislation and the
IMO’s recommendations on the use of pilots.
DanPilot carries out transit pilotage and also services all
Danish ports, thereby creating safety at sea and in port.
DanPilot is subject to supervision by the Danish Maritime Authority.

Head office & operations
HEAD OFFICE:
Havnepladsen 3A | DK-5700 Svendborg
Phone: (+45) 63 25 66 00 | E-mail: customer@danpilot.dk
OPERATIONS 24/7:
Havnepladsen 3A | DK-5700 Svendborg
Phone: (+45) 63 25 66 66 | E-mail: danpilot@danpilot.dk
ACCOUNTING:
Havnepladsen 3A | DK-5700 Svendborg
Phone: (+45) 63 25 66 26 | E-mail: account@danpilot.dk
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